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Abstract
Gradient descent and its variants are widely used in machine learning. However, oracle access of gradient
may not be available in many applications, limiting the direct use of gradient descent. This paper proposes a
method of estimating gradient to perform gradient descent, that converges to a stationary point for general non-
convex optimization problems. Beyond the first-order stationary properties, the second-order stationary properties
are important in machine learning applications to achieve better performance. We show that the proposed model-
free non-convex optimization algorithm returns an ǫ-second-order stationary point with O˜(d
2+ θ
2
ǫ8+θ
) queries of the
function for any arbitrary θ > 0.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gradient descent and its variants (e.g., Stochastic Gradient Descent) are widely used in machine learning
due to their favorable computational properties, for example, in optimizing weights of a deep neural
network. Given a function f : Rd → R, the gradient descent (GD) algorithm updates xt in each iteration
as
xt+1 = xt − η∇f(xt), (1)
where η > 0 represent the step size. This algorithm can be shown to achieve ǫ-first-order stationary point
for non-convex optimization problem in O( 1
ǫ2
) iterations [1]. Recently, second order stationary guarantees
have been studied by using a perturbed version of gradient descent [2]. However, in many cases, gradient
of function may not be accessible and only function value can be queried. This paper studies an algorithm
which uses an estimate of the gradient to perform gradient descent, and shows that the algorithm achieves
an ǫ-second order stationary point.
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2In non-convex settings, convergence to a first-order stationary points is not satisfactory since this point
can be a global minima, a local minima, a saddle point, or even a local maxima. Even though finding global
minima can be hard, recent results show that, in many problems of interest, all local minima are global
minima (e.g., in matrix and tensor completion [3], [4], dictionary learning [5], and certain classes of deep
neural networks [6]). Saddle points (and local maxima) can correspond to highly suboptimal solutions in
many problems [7], where the authors argue that the saddle points are ubiquitous in high-dimensional,
non-convex optimization problems, and are thus the main bottleneck in training neural networks. Standard
analysis of gradient descent only considers first-order stationary guarantees which do not rule out the saddle
points.
Using stable manifold theorem, authors of [8] prove that gradient descent can indeed escape when the
saddle point when initial point is not on the stable manifold. However, they do no provide any complexity
analysis for the steps to escape the saddle points. Recently, there has been results based on perturbation of
gradient descent to achieve the second-order stationary point [2]. However, what happens if the gradient
is not known, which can happen when the function is complex (or available as a black-box) to find
the gradient. In this scenario, one approach is to estimate the gradient and perform a gradient descent
algorithm. This motivates the question: Can estimated gradient descent escape saddle points and converge
to local minima?
This paper answers this question in positive. We note that this is the first work on the guarantees of
gradient-descent based algorithm for zeroth-order non-convex optimization, where only the function can
be queried, while the gradient information is not available. Recently, the authors of [9] considered the
problem of zeroth-order non-convex optimization, while they use cubic regularization based Newton’s
method. In contrast, we investigate use of regular gradient descent algorithm with the estimation of the
gradients.
In this work, without any estimate of the Hessian, we use the Gaussian smoothening method combined
with concentration inequality to give the minimal number of samples we need to estimate the gradient with
error at most ǫˆ. Bounding the error in gradient estimation, we prove that a ǫ-second-order stationary point
can be reached with complexity of O
( l(f(x0)−f∗(x))
ǫ2
)
iterations following the idea in [2]. However, since
each iteration queries function multiple times to obtain an estimate of the gradient, the overall complexity
is O˜(d
2+ θ2
ǫ8+θ
) where θ is arbitrary positive number. The key idea is to use the geometry around saddle points
such that the stuck region from which the gradient descent can’t escape is a thin band. This means that
3the small error in the estimation of the gradient in each iteration can lead to escaping this stuck region
if the point is not an ǫ-second-order stationary point. Further, the function calls within each iteration can
be paralleled decreasing the run-time of the algorithm.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, multiple algorithms have been investigated for non-convex optimization problems that
converge to ǫ-second-order stationary point. Most of the work has been done for model-based approaches
which assume the knowledge of gradient and/or the Hessian of the objective function. Recently, there has
also been some work in model-free approaches for non-convex optimization.
Model-Based Non-Convex Optimization: Model-based approaches typically assume the knowledge
of derivatives (first or higher order) of the function. We summarize key proposed algorithms on these
directions that have been shown to achieve ǫ-second-order stationary point convergence guarantees.
Based on the knowledge of gradients, the authors of [2], [10] show that the perturbation of gradients
in each iteration of the gradient descent can lead to ǫ-second-order stationary point guarantees in O˜(ǫ−2)
iterations, thus providing no additional loss in the number of iterations required for first order stationary
point guarantees. Perturbed versions of stochastic gradient descent have also been studied in [10], where
the algorithm finds ǫ-second-order stationary point in O˜(ǫ−4) iterations if the stochastic gradients are
Lipschitz, and O˜(dǫ−4) iterations if the stochastic gradients are not Lipschitz.
If the Hessian is also known, one of the approach is to use a successive convex approximation (SCA)
method. Perturbation in each iteration of SCA has been shown to achieve ǫ-second-order stationary point
in [11]. Another approach is to add a cubic regularization of Newton method in the iterations [12], where
the authors showed that the algorithm can converge to an ǫ-second-order stationary point within O( 1
ǫ1.5
)
gradient and Hessian oracle calls. Recently, stochastic variants of this algorithm have been studied, and
have been shown to improve the iterations as compared to stochastic gradient descent [13]. Instead of
directly querying the Hessian information, recent research shows that one can achieve an ǫ-second-order
stationary point using Hessian-vector-product [14].
In contrast to these works, we consider a model-free approach, where there is no oracle available
to query gradients and/or Hessian. Thus, an estimation of gradient is used to perform gradient descent
algorithm.
Model-Free Non-Convex Optimization: A model-free approach to non-convex optimization, also
called zeroth-order non-convex optimization assumes that there is an oracle for querying the function.
4However, anything else about the function (e.g., gradients) is not available. Model-free approaches for
optimization problems estimate the values of gradients and/or Hessians, and are not well understood
from a theoretical perspective. Such problems have applications in model-free reinforcement learning [15]
where the objective is not available in closed form and can only be queried. An approach for estimation
of gradient has been studied in [16], [17]. However, the existing works either find the guarantees for
convex optimization or first-order stationary point guarantees. Recently, the authors of [9] provided the
first model-free algorithm for non-convex optimization with second order guarantees. They use the cubic
regularizer of the Newton’s method after estimating gradient and Hessian. In contrast, we only estimate
the gradient to compute the estimated gradient descent. We also note that the algorithm in [9] requires
O( d
ǫ3.5
)+O˜( d
8
ǫ2.5
) function calls while we require O˜(d
2+ θ2
ǫ8+θ
) ≈ O˜(d2
ǫ8
) function calls to achieve ǫ-second-order
stationary point. Thus, our result outperforms that in [9] when d = Ω(ǫ−(11/12+δ)) for arbitrarily small
δ > 0.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we will introduce the notations used in this paper, describe some definitions that will
be used in this paper, and define the problem formulation formally.
A. Notations
Bold upper-case letters A and bold lower-case letters x represent the matrices and vectors, respectively.
xi denotes the i
th element of the vector x. ‖ · ‖ is the l2-norm and spectral norm for vectors and matrices,
respectively. We use λmin(·) to denote the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix.
For a twice-differentiable function f : Rd → R, ∇f(·) and ∇2f(·) are denoted to be the gradient and
Hessian of f . f ∗ represents the global minimum of the function f . h(n) = O(g(n)) if and only if there
exists a positive real number M and a real number n0 such that |h(n)| ≤ Mg(n) for all n ≥ n0. Further,
h(n) = O˜(g(n)) if h(n) = O(g(n) logk(g(n))) for any k > 0.
B
(d)
x (r) represents the ball in d dimension with radius r and center point x and we will use Bx(r) to
simplify the notation when it is clear. Pχ(·) is used to denote the projection to the subspace of χ. The
norm is assumed to be the Euclidean norm, unless mentioned otherwise.
B. Definitions
In this sub-section, we will define a few properties of the function and the stationary point that will be
used in the paper.
5Definition 1. A differentiable function f(·) is l-smooth if ∀x,y,
‖∇f(x)−∇f(y)‖ ≤ l‖x− y‖.
l-smooth limits the speed of increase of the function value. Using the property of l-smooth, it is well
known that by selecting the stepsize η = 1
l
, the gradient descent algorithm will converge within the
O
( l(f(x0)−f∗)
ǫ2
)
to the ǫ-first-order stationary point [10], which is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Given a differentiable function f(·), x is a first-order stationary point if ‖∇f(x)‖ = 0, and
x is a ǫ-first-order stationary point if ‖∇f(x)‖ ≤ ǫ.
A first order stationary point can be either a local minimum, a local maximum, or a saddle point. In
minimization problems, all local maxima and saddle points needs to be avoided. In this paper, we use
“saddle point” to refer to both of them and are defined as follows:
Definition 3. Given a differentiable function f(·), x is a local minimum if ∃ǫ > 0 and ‖y − x‖ < ǫ, we
have f(x) < f(y). x is a “saddle” point if ∇f(x) = 0 but x is not a local minimum. We also define a
saddle point x to be a strict saddle point if λmin(∇2f(x)) < 0, which means x is non-degenerate.
In this definition, we simply use the word strict saddle point to avoid the degenerate condition where
λmin(∇2f(x)) = 0 and second-order information is not enough to decide the property of x.
To aviod all strict saddle points in general non-convex problem, we define the ρ-Hessian Lipschitz to
be as follows.
Definition 4. Given a twice differentiable function f(·), f is ρ-Hessian Lipschitz if ∀x,y,
‖∇2f(x)−∇2f(y)‖ ≤ ρ‖x− y‖.
The ρ-Hessian Lipschitz limits the speed of function increase and also constrains the speed of Hessian
matrix changing. Further, we give the definition of ǫ-second-order stationary point, which is the key
objective for the proposed algorithm.
Definition 5. Given a ρ-Hessian Lipschitz function f(·), x is a second-order stationary point if ‖∇f(x)‖ =
0 and λmin(∇2f(x)) ≥ 0. Further, x is a ǫ-second-order stationary point if
‖∇f(x)‖ ≤ ǫ, λmin(∇2f(x)) ≥ −√ρǫ.
6Finally, we give the definition of the distance between the estimated gradient and true gradient, which
is used in the following sections.
Definition 6. Given a differentiable function f(·) and a gradient estimator ∇ˆ, we say ∇ˆf(x) is ǫˆ-close
to ∇f(x) for given point x and for some ǫˆ > 0 if
‖∇ˆf(x)−∇f(x)‖ ≤ ǫˆ.
C. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we aim to propose an algorithm that is model-free and solves the non-convex optimization
problem such that the converged solution is an ǫ-second-order stationary point. We will use an estimate of
the gradient, and perform the gradient descent algorithm. Using this estimated gradient descent, the main
aim of the paper is to find the number of iterations required for convergence, as well as the number of
function queries needed to converge to an ǫ-second-order stationary point. In order to show the convergence
rate, we use the following assumption.
Assumption 1. Function f is both l-smooth and ρ-Hessian Lipschitz, and ‖∇f(x)‖ ≤ B for some finite
and positive B for all x ∈ Rd.
Assumption 2. Hessian matrix, ∇2f(x) , of function f is a symmetric matrix for all x ∈ Rd.
Based on these assumptions, this paper studies an algorithm of estimating gradient and performing
gradient descent based on such estimate, and finds the complexity to return an ǫ-second-order stationary
point without any oracle access to the gradient and the Hessian.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we will describe the approach used for estimating the gradient, and the estimated gradient
descent algorithm that uses this estimate of the gradient.
A. Estimation of the Gradient
In zeroth-order oracle, no gradient information is available. To use a gradient descent algorithm, we need
to first estimate the gradient information by using the function value. In this subsection, we describe the
graident estimation algorithm that is used in this paper. This Algorithm pseudo-code is given in Algorithm
IV-A.
7Algorithm 1 Gradient Estimation GE(d, l, B, c′, ǫˆ,x)
1: v ← ǫˆ
c′l(d+3)1.5
, σ2 ← 2c′2(d+ 4)B2, m← 32σ2
ǫˆ2
(log(1
ǫˆ
) + 1
4
)
2: Generate u1, ...um, where ui ∼ N (0, Id)
3: ∇ˆf(x) = 1
m
∑m
i=1
f(x+vui)−f(x)
v
ui
4: return ∇ˆf(x)
The estimation of the gradient uses a Gaussian smoothing approach. Using Gaussian smooth method
isn’t a new idea. [17] described this method systematically and used this method to give the guarantee for
zero-order convex optimization. Despite [9] using the similar idea on zeroth-order non-convex optimiza-
tion, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work that provides the total number of samples required
for gradient estimation with error at most ǫˆ. In this paper, we use concentration inequality and conditional
probability results to provide such a result which is described formally in Lemma 1.
Recall that d is the dimension of x, l is l-smooth parameter in Definition 1, B is our bound in
Assumption 1 for gradient norm, c′ > 1 is a constant defined in Lemma 1, x is the point we make an
estimation and ǫˆ is the intended gap between the estimated gradient and true gradient given in Definition
6. The line 1 in the algorithm gives the parameter used in the following lines. v is the Gaussian smooth
parameter. σ2 is the bound for the variance of gradient estimator in one sample. m gives the total number
of samples we need to get error less than ǫˆ. Line 2 generates m Gaussian random vector with zero mean
and variance Id which are used to calculate the estimate of the gradient. The estimation algorithm (Line
3) takes an average of estimated gradient using m samples. The next result shows that with an appropriate
choice of m and v, the estimated gradient is within ǫˆ > 0 of the true gradient with probability at least
1− ǫˆ. More formally, we have
Lemma 1. Assume f(·) satisfies Assumption 1. Given an ǫˆ > 0, there are fixed constant c′min, sample
number m = O( d
ǫˆ2
log(1
ǫˆ
)) and Gaussian smooth parameter v = ǫˆ
c′l(d+3)1.5
, such that for c′ > cmin, the
estimated gradient,
∇ˆ = 1
m
m∑
i=1
f(x+ vu)− f(u)
v
u,
is ǫˆ-close to ∇f(x) with probability at least 1− ǫˆ.
Proof. For a function f satisfying l-smooth, we define Gaussian smooth function fv(x) = Eu[f(x+vu)],
where u is a d dimensional standard Gaussian random vector u ∼ N (0, Id) and v ∈ (0,∞) is smooth
8parameter. Eq. 21 in Section 2 of [17] shows that
∇fv(x) = Eu[f(x+ vu)− f(x)
v
u] (2)
We define a gradient estimator
∇ˆ = 1
m
m∑
i=1
f(x+ vui)− f(x)
v
ui, ui ∼ N (0, Id)
From Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 in [17], we see that for any function f satisfying l-smooth (Notice in the
proof of the first inequality in Theorem 4, no convexity is needed), and for any x ∈ Rd, the following
hold:
‖∇fv(x)−∇f(x)‖ ≤ v
2
l(d+ 3)
3
2 (3)
1
v2
Eu[{f(x+ vu)− f(x)}2‖u‖2]
≤ v
2
2
l2(d+ 6)3 + 2(d+ 4)‖∇f(x)‖2
(4)
To give the distance between ∇ˆ and ∇f is less than ǫˆ, we split the difference to two terms. Here we only
consider 0 < ǫˆ < 1.
‖∇ˆ −∇f‖ ≤ ‖∇fv −∇f‖+ ‖∇ˆ − ∇fv‖
Choosing v = ǫˆ
c′l(d+3)
3
2
, where c′ > 1 is a constant will be defined later, we have ‖∇fv −∇f‖ ≤ ǫˆ2 based
on Eq. (3). To bound the second term, noticing that E[∇ˆ] = ∇fv(x), choose
si =
f(x+ vui)− f(x)
v
ui −∇fv s′i = si +∇fv
We immediately know E[si] = 0, and the variance of si can be bounded by
E[‖si‖2] = E[‖s′i −∇fv‖2]
(a)
= E[‖s′i‖2]− ‖∇fv‖2
(b)
≤ 2(d+ 4)B2 + v
2l2
2
(d+ 6)3
(c)
≤ 2(d+ 4)B2 + 4ǫˆ
2
c′2
(d)
≤ 2c′2(d+ 4)B2 =: σ2
where step (a) follows from E[s′i] = ∇fv. Step b follows from Eq. (4) and choosing B > 1. Step (c)
holds due to the definition of v. Step (d) follows that we omit the term with ǫˆ2 by multiplying c′2 > 4 to
9the first term. Using l-smooth, we have
‖f(x+ vu)− f(x)‖ ≤ vB‖u‖+ lv
2
2
‖u‖2
Thus, the norm of si can be bounded as:
‖si‖ ≤ ‖f(x+ vu)− f(x)‖‖u‖
v
+B
≤ B +B‖u‖2 + lv
2
‖u‖3
(5)
However, u is a Gaussian random vector, there is no bound for it directly. But we can say, given some
constant a ≥ 0,
P (‖u‖ > a) ≤ p (6)
where p is some probability we will calculate in followings. Assume u ∼ N (0, Id), then ‖u‖2 follows
chi-squared distribution of d degrees of freedom. Consider random variable et‖u
2‖, where t is a constant.
For t > 0, et‖u‖
2
is strictly increasing with ‖u‖2, and using Markov’s inequality we obtain,
P (‖u‖2 > a2) = P (et‖u2‖ > eta2) ≤ E[e
t‖u2‖]
eta2
(7)
=
(1− 2t)− d2
eta2
(8)
= (1− 2t)− d2 e−ta2 , ∀ 0 < t < 1
2
(9)
Equation 8 comes from using the moment generating function of chi-squared distribution of d degrees of
freedom.
Define f(t) = (1− 2t)− d2 e−ta2 , and choosing t = argmin f(t) = 1
2
(1− d
a2
) in Equation (9), we have:
P (‖u‖2 > a2) ≤ ( d
a2
)−
d
2 e−
1
2
(a2−d)
= d−
d
2 e
d
2ade−
a2
2
(10)
For 0 < ǫˆ < 1, we choose a = c′ ·
√
d
ǫˆ
so that t > 0 always holds. Besides, choose c′ > 1 large enough
such that
P (‖u‖2 > a2) ≤ B−2a−8
10
Now, assuming that ‖u‖ ≤ a, combine with Eq. (5) we have
‖si‖ ≤ B +Ba2 + lv
2
a3 = B +
Bc′2d
ǫˆ
+
lvc′3
2
d1.5
ǫˆ1.5
≤ B + Bc
′2d
ǫˆ
+
c′2
2ǫˆ0.5
≤ 3Bc
′2d
ǫˆ
=: µ
Combining with Eq. (6), we can say given m samples of s
′
i, with probability at least 1 − mp, ‖ui‖ ≤
a ∀i = 1, · · · , m. Let B > 1.5. Based on Lemma 18 in [18], we have vector Bernstein Inequality, based
on which for 0 < ǫˆ < σ
2
µ
= 2(d+4)
3d
Bǫˆ, we have
P
(‖∇ˆ − ∇fv‖ ≥ ǫ
2
) ≤ exp (−m · ǫ2
32σ2
+
1
4
)
Choosing m > 32σ
2
ǫˆ2
(log 2
ǫˆ
+ 1
4
), we have P
(‖∇ˆ−∇fv‖ ≤ ǫˆ2) ≥ 1− ǫˆ2 . By union bound, the final probability
that ‖∇ˆ − ∇‖ ≤ ǫˆ is at least
1−mp− ǫˆ
2
≥ 1− 32c
′2(d+ 4)B2
ǫˆ2
(log
1
ǫˆ
+
1
4
)
ǫˆ4
c′8d4B2
− ǫˆ
2
(a)
≥ 1− (1
4
+
1
4
)ǫˆ− ǫˆ
2
≥ 1− ǫˆ
By choosing c′ ≥ 3, and noting that log 1
ǫˆ
≤ 1
ǫˆ
. the inequality (a) holds. This completes the proof of the
Lemma.
Then, based on this result, we run the gradient descent algorithm with estimated gradient in Algorithm
IV-B.
B. Estimated Gradient Descent Algorithm
This subsection describes the proposed algorithm, which will be analyzed in this paper.
The algorithm is described in Algorithm IV-B and is denoted as EGD. Line 1 gives the input of the
algorithm, x0 is the initialization point, d, l, B, ǫˆ, c
′ are the same defined in algorithm IV-A, ρ is the
ρ-Hessian parameter as in Definition 4, θ is any constant larger than 0, and χ1 is the constant so that
χ31e
−χ1 ≤ e−χ1/(1+θ). We use ǫ to denote the ǫ-second-order stationary point. ∆f is a constant so that
∆f ≥ (f(x0)− f ∗). c > 0 is a constant and δ > 0 is used such that the probability of Algorithm IV-B
working correctly is at least 1− δ. Due to only zeroth-order information being available, Algorithm IV-A
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Algorithm 2 Estimated Gradient Descent Algorithm EGD(x0, d, l, B, χ1, θ, ρ, ǫ, ǫˆ, c, c
′, δ,∆f )
1: χ ← max{(1 + θ) log(2dℓ∆f
cǫ2δ
), χ1}, η ← cl , gthres ←
√
c
χ2
· ǫ, fthres ← cχ3 ·
√
ǫ3
ρ
, tthres ← χc2 · l√ρǫ ,
ttemp ← −tthres − 1, r ← gthresl
2: for t = 0, 1, ... do
3: ∇ˆf(xt) = GE(d, l, B, c′, ǫˆ,xt)
4: if ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖ ≤ gthres, t− ttemp > tthres then
5: xt ← xt + ξt, ξt ∼ Bd(r)
6: ttemp ← t
7: end if
8: if t− ttemp = tthres and f(xt)− f(xt−tthres) > −fthres then
9: return xt−tthres
10: end if
11: xt+1 ← xt − η∇ˆf(xt)
12: end for
is first used to give an estimate of gradient in each iteration (Line 3). Then the estimated gradient will
be used in gradient descent step to replace the unavailable true gradient (Line 11). Besides, the Line (4
- 6) shows that we add a perturbation from a uniformly distributed ball to xt when ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖ ≤ gthres
and t − ttemp > tthres. This means the perturbation will be added when the gradient is small in order to
escape the saddle points and it will be added at most once between tthres steps. (Line 8 - 9) checks the
terminal condition of the algorithm. If f(xt)− f(xt−tthres) > −fthres meaning that the function has not
changed enough in the last tthres steps after adding a perturbation, the algorithm immediately returns the
point xt−tthres as the final result. Our proof in the following section will show that this will indeed lead
to an ǫ-second-order stationary point. Thus, this is the condition of the termination for the for-loop.
V. GUARANTEES FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we will show that the proposed algorithm, EGD, returns an ǫ-second-order stationary
point. The main result is given as follows.
Theorem 1. Assume that f satisfies Assumption 1. Then there exists constants cmax and c
′
min such that,
for any δ > 0, c ≤ cmax, c′ ≥ c′min, ∆f ≥ f(x0)− f ∗, ǫ > 0, θ > 0, Let
ǫˆ ≤ min{O(ǫ), O˜( ǫ
3+ θ
2
d
1
2
(1+ θ
2
)
)}
χ = max{(1 + θ
4
) log(
dl∆f
cǫ2δ
), χ1}
and χ1 is a constant such that χ
3
1e
−χ1 ≤ e−χ1/(1+ θ4 ) EGD(x0, d, l, B, χ1, θ, ρ, ǫ, ǫˆ, c, c′, δ,∆f ) will output
12
an ǫ-second-order stationary point with probability of 1 − δ, and terminate in the following number of
iterations:
O
( l(f(x0)− f ∗)
ǫ2
log4
(dl∆f
ǫ2δ
))
= O˜(
1
ǫ2
).
Further, the number of calls to the function f(·) for the zeroth order algorithm are
O˜(
d2+
θ
2
ǫ8+θ
).
The rest of the section proves this result. We will first describe the different Lemmas used in the proof,
and then use them to give the proof of the theorem.
A. Key Lemmas
To prove the main result, we first describe two lemmas - Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. Lemma 2 indicates
that if ‖∇ˆ‖ > gthres, the function will keep decreasing with the iterations. In other words, we have
Lemma 2. Assume f(·) satisfies l-smooth and ∇ˆf(·) is ǫˆ-close to the ∇f(·), for any given ǫ > 0. Let
ǫˆ ≤
√
c
4χ2
· ǫ = O(ǫ) and c ≤ cmax. When ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖ ≥ gthres, gradient descent with step size η < 1l will
give
f(xt+1) ≤ f(xt)− η
4
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖ (11)
Proof. The result is based on the smoothness property of the function and that the estimated gradient is
13
close to the actual gradient. The steps for the proof can be seen as
f(xt+1)
(a)
≤ f(xt) +∇f(xt)T (xt+1 − xt) + l
2
‖xt+1 − xt‖2
(b)
= f(xt)− η∇f(xt)T ∇ˆf(xt) + lη
2
2
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2
= f(xt)− η[∇f(xt)− ∇ˆf(xt) + ∇ˆf(xt)]T ∇ˆf(xt)
+
lη2
2
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2
(c)
= f(xt) + η‖∇f(xt)− ∇ˆf(xt)‖‖∇ˆf(xt)‖
+
lη2
2
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2 − η‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2
(d)
≤ f(xt) + η‖∇f(xt)− ∇ˆf(xt)‖‖∇ˆf(xt)‖
− η
2
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2
(e)
≤ f(xt)− η
2
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2 + ηǫˆ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖
(f)
≤ f(xt)− η
4
‖∇ˆf(xt)‖2
(12)
The inequality (a) directly follows from the l-smooth property. (b) uses the gradient descent step in
Algorithm IV-B. (d) and (e) holds due to the condition η < 1
l
and ∇ˆf is ǫˆ close to the ∇f , respectively.
Finally, from ǫˆ ≤ gthres
4
≤ ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖
4
, (f) follows.
Besides, we note that when ‖∇ˆf(x)‖ < gthres, we have
‖∇f‖ = ‖(∇f − ∇ˆf) + ∇ˆf‖
≤ ‖∇f − ∇ˆf‖+ ‖∇ˆf‖
≤ ǫˆ+
√
c
χ2
ǫ =
5
4
√
c
χ2
ǫ ≤ ǫ
By choosing c < 1
4
, the last inequality holds since χ > 1. Thus, any x satisfying ‖∇ˆf(x)‖ < gthres is
a first order stationary point and satisfies the first requirement of an ǫ-second-order stationary point.
The next result, Lemma 3, indicates that if ‖∇ˆf(x˜)‖ ≤ gthres and λmin(∇2f(x˜)) ≤ −√ρǫ, inficating
that it is (approximately) first order stationary point with estimated gradient while not (approximately) a
second-order stationary point, the proposed algorithm will escape this saddle point by decreasing more
than fthres in tthres iterations.
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Lemma 3. There exist absolute constant cmax such that: if f(·) satisfies l-smooth and ρ-Hessian Lipschitz
and any c ≤ cmax, δˆ = dl√ρǫe−χ < 1,
ǫˆ ≤ min{O(ǫ), O˜( ǫ
3+ θ
2
d
1
2
(1+ θ
2
)
)}
(we will see O(ǫ) and O˜( ǫ
3+ θ2
d
1
2 (1+
θ
2 )
) in following lemmas). Let η, r, gthres, fthres, tthres defined as in Algorithm
IV-B. Define γ =
√
ρǫ, T = tthres
c
= χ
ηγ
Then if x˜ satisfies:
‖∇ˆf(x˜)‖ ≤ gthres and λmin(∇2f(x˜)) ≤ −√ρǫ
Let, x0 = x˜+ ξ, where ξ comes from the uniform distribution over ball with radius r =
√
c
χ2
· ǫ
l
. Then with
at least probability 1− δˆ, we have for T = tthres = Tc :
f(xT )− f(x˜) ≤ −fthres
Note that δ is the probability defined for the algorithm IV-B and δˆ is the probability defined for Lemma
3. We first describe the key results to prove this lemma and then give the steps that use these results to
prove Lemma 3.
1) Key results to prove Lemma 3: Let x˜ satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3, and without loss of
generality let e1 be the minimum eigenvector of ∇2f(x˜). Consider two gradient descent sequences
{ut},{wt} with initial points u0,w0 satisfying:
‖u0 − x˜‖ ≤ r, w0 = u0 + µre1, µ ∈ [ δˆ
2
√
d
, 1].
Further, let P =
√
c
χ
√
ǫ
ρ
, H = ∇2f(x˜), and f˜y(x) := f(y) +∇f(y)T (x− y) + 12(x − y)TH(x − y) be
a quadratic approximation of f on x.
The next result, Lemma 4, shows that if ‖u0− x˜‖ ≤ 2r, we have ‖ut− x˜‖ ≤ 100(P · cˆ) for all t < T1,
where T1 is defined in the following result.
Lemma 4. Let f(·), x˜ satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3, for any initial point u0 with ‖u0 − x˜‖ ≤ 2r.
Let
T1 = min
{
inf
t
{t|f˜u0(ut)− f(u0) ≤ −4.5fthres}, cˆT
}
.
Then, there exist absolute constant cmax such that for any constant cˆ > 3, c ≤ cmax, ǫˆ ≤
√
c
4χ2
· ǫ = O(ǫ)
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and t < T1, we have ‖ut − x˜‖ ≤ 100(P · cˆ).
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Let
ǫˆ ≤ 2−
√
2
2
c
√
ǫ3ρ
χ3l
δˆ
2
√
d
(300cˆ+ 1) = O˜(
ǫ3+
θ
2
d
1
2
(1+ θ
2
)
) (13)
where θ > 0 is a constant we define in theorem 1. The next result shows that if ‖ut − x˜‖ ≤ 100(P · cˆ),
we will have T2 < cˆT , where T2 is as in the statement of the following Lemma. Besides, we will also
see how to derive the above ǫˆ in the proof of this lemma.
Lemma 5. Let f(·), x˜ satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3. Let
T2 = min{inf
t
{t|f˜w0(wt)− f(w0) ≤ −4.5fthres}, cˆT }.
There are absolute constants cmax, and cˆ such that for any c ≤ cmax, ǫˆ satisfies Eq. (13), if ‖ut − x˜‖ ≤
100(P · cˆ) for all t < T2, we have T2 < cˆT
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix B.
The next result, Lemma 6, combines the two results above to show that given two gradient descent
sequence {ut}, {wt} satisfying the properties given above, at least one of them helps the algorithm
decrease the function value greatly.
Lemma 6. There exist absolute constant cmax, such that for any step size η ≤ cmaxl , gradient estimation
accuracy ǫˆ ≤
√
c3
4χ
· ǫ = O(ǫ), and any T = T
c
, we have:
min{f(uT )− f(u0), f(wT )− f(w0)} ≤ −2.5fthres.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix C.
2) Proof of Lemma 3:
Proof. Given the result in Lemma 6, the proof of Lemma 3 follows on the same lines as Lemma 14 in
[2]. For completeness, we provide the detailed steps in Appendix D.
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B. Proof of Theorem 1
Choosing c < 1
4
and starting from x0, we consider two cases:
1) ‖∇ˆf(x0)‖ > gthres: By Lemma 2, we have
f(x1)− f(x0) ≤ −η
4
· g2thres = −
c2
4χ4
· ǫ
2
ℓ
2) ‖∇ˆf(x0)‖ ≤ gthres: In this case, Algorithm IV-B will add a perturbation and check terminal condition
after tthres steps. If the condition is not met, with probability at least 1− δˆ, we have:
f(xtthres)− f(x0) ≤ −fthres = −
c
χ3
·
√
ǫ3
ρ
This means on an average, every step decreases the function value by
f(xtthres)− f(x0)
tthres
≤ − c
3
χ4
· ǫ
2
ℓ
In Case 1, we can repeat this argument for t = 1. In Case 2, we can repeat this argument for t = tthres+1.
Since we choose cmax <
1
4
, the gradient descent will decrease function value in each iteration by at least
c3
χ4
· ǫ2
ℓ
. However, the function value can’t be decreased by more than f(x0)−f ∗, where f ∗ is the function
value of global minima. This means algorithm IV-B must terminate within the following number of
iterations:
f(x0)− f ∗
c3
χ4
· ǫ2
ℓ
=
χ4
c3
· ℓ(f(x0)− f
∗)
ǫ2
= O
(
ℓ(f(x0)− f ∗)
ǫ2
log4
(
dℓ∆f
ǫ2δ
))
Recall that our choice for ǫˆ ≤ O˜( ǫ3+
θ
2
d
1
2 (1+
θ
2 )
). The number of function evaluations of Algorithm IV-B as a
function of parameters d and ǫ is given as
O(
1
ǫ2
log4
( d
ǫ2
) · d
ǫˆ2
log
1
ǫˆ
) = O˜(
d
ǫ2ǫˆ2
) = O˜(
d2+
θ
2
ǫ8+θ
).
Finally, we give the probability of obtaining an ǫ-second order stationary point when the gradient descent
algorithm stops. According to Lemma 2, the function value always decreases in case 1. By Lemma 3,
we know the function value decreases with probability at least 1− dℓ√
ρǫ
e−χ each time the algorithm meets
case 2. Besides, we know the number of times we check the terminal condition during the process of
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gradient descent is at most:
1
tthres
· χ
4
c3
· ℓ(f(x0)− f
∗)
ǫ2
=
χ3
c
√
ρǫ(f(x0)− f ∗)
ǫ2
Besides, by Lemma 1, we know the probability of ‖∇ˆ − ∇‖ ≤ ǫˆ is at least 1 − ǫˆ each time we make a
estimation. And the number of estimation is given by the number of iteration χ
4
c3
· l∆f
ǫ2
. Thus, by union
bound, we bound this two probability together to give the final probability of the Algorithm IV-B giving
an ǫ-second order stationary point is at least:
1− dℓ√
ρǫ
e−χ · χ
3
c
√
ρǫ(f(x0)− f ∗)
ǫ2
− ǫˆ · χ
4l∆f
c3ǫ2
= 1− χ
3e−χ
c
· dℓ(f(x0)− f
∗)
ǫ2
− ǫˆ · χ
4l∆f
c3ǫ2
Recall our choice of χ = max{(1 + θ
4
) log(
2dℓ∆f
cǫ2δ
), χ1}, where θ > 0, we have χ31e−χ1 ≤ e−χ1/(1+
θ
4
),
and ǫˆ ≤ O˜(ǫ3) this gives the probability of the Alforithm not resulting in an ǫ-second order stationary
point is at most
χ3e−χ
c
· dℓ(f(x0)− f
∗)
ǫ2
+ ǫˆ · χ
4l∆f
c3ǫ2
≤ e−χ/(1+ θ4 )dℓ(f(x0)− f
∗)
cǫ2
+
δ
2
≤ δ
which finishes the proof of the Theorem.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposea a Perturbed Estimated Gradient Descent Algorithm with only access to the zeroth-
order information of objective function. With only estimated gradient information, we prove the second-
order stationary point convergence of the algorithm and provide the convergence rate. This is the first
result, to the best of our knowledge, that provides the convergence rate results of gradient descent based
method for achieving ǫ-second order stationary point with zeroth-order information.
In the proposed algorithm, we use a perturbation of the estimated gradient descent, where the pertur-
bation was needed to escape the first order stationary point that is not a second order stationary point.
However, it may be possible that the estimation error controlled through Gaussian smoothening alone
helps escape saddle points. Whether the additional perturbation in the algorithm can be removed is a
topic of future work.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Proof. Without loss of generality, we set u0 = 0 to be the origin, by the update function, we have:
ut+1 = ut − η∇ˆf(ut)
= ut − η∇f(ut)− η[∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)]
= ut − η∇f(0)− η
[∫ 1
0
∇2f(θut)dθ
]
ut − η[∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)]
= ut − η∇f(0)− η(H +∆t)ut − η[∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)]
= (I− ηH− η∆t)ut − η∇f(0)− η[∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)]
(14)
where ∆t =
∫ 1
0
∇2f(θut)dθ −H can be bounded as:
‖∆t‖ = ‖
∫ 1
0
∇2f(θut)dθ −H‖
≤
∫ 1
0
‖∇2f(θut)−∇2f(x˜)‖dθ
≤
∫ 1
0
ρ‖θut − x˜‖dθ
≤ ρ
∫ 1
0
θ‖ut‖+ ‖x˜‖dθ ≤ ρ(‖ut‖+ ‖x˜‖)
(15)
Besides, based on l-smooth, we have ‖∇f(0)‖ ≤ ‖∇f(x˜)‖+ l‖x˜‖ ≤ gthres + 2lr = 3gthres.
Now let S to be the spaced spanned by the eigenvectors of H whose eigenvalue is less than − γ
cˆχ
. Let
Sc to be the space spanned by the other eigenvectors. Let αt and βt denote the projections of ut onto S
and Sc. According to Eq. 14, we have
βt+1 = (I− ηH)βt − ηPSc∆tut − ηPS c∇f(0)− ηPS c[∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)] (16)
By the definition of T1 in lemma 4, for all t < T1
− 4.5fthres < f˜0(ut)− f(0) = ∇f(0)Tut + 1
2
uTt Hut ≤ ∇f(0)Tut −
γ
2
‖αt‖2
cˆχ
+ βtHβt (17)
To see the last inequality, we define the orthogonal eigenvectors in S and Sc are α1,α2, ...,αm and
β1,β2, ...,βn, where d = m+n. Thus, ut = αt+βt = a1α
1+ a2α
2+ ...+ amα
m + b1β
1+ b2β
2 + ...+
bnβ
n, where a1, ...am, b1, ...bn are the linear combination parameter, and the eigenvalues for eigenvectors
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α1, ...αm ≤ − γ
cˆχ
by the definition of the space S. Thus, we have
uTt Hut = uTt H(a1α1 + a2α2 + ... + amαm + b1β1 + b2β2 + ...+ bnβn)
≤ − γ
cˆχ
uTt (a1α
1 + a2α
2 + ...+ amα
m) + uTt Hβt
≤ − γ
cˆχ
‖αt‖2 + βTt Hβt
where the last step use the orthogonality of αt and βt
According to ‖u2t‖ = ‖α2t‖+ ‖β2t ‖, noticing that ‖∇f(0)‖ ≤ 3gthres, combing with Eq. (17), we have,
‖ut‖2 ≤ 2cˆχ
γ
(
4.5fthres +∇f(0)Tut + βtHβt
)
+ ‖β2t ‖
≤ 17 ·max{gthrescˆχ
γ
‖ut‖, fthrescˆχ
γ
,
βtHβtcˆχ
γ
, ‖βt‖2
}
Which means,
‖ut‖ ≤ 17 ·max
{gthrescˆχ
γ
,
√
fthrescˆχ
γ
,
√
βtHβtcˆχ
γ
, ‖βt‖
}
= 17 ·max{cˆ · P, cˆ · P,√βtHβtcˆχ
γ
, ‖βt‖
} (18)
The last equality is due to the definition of gthres and fthres. Now, we use induction to prove for all t < T1,
we have ‖ut‖ ≤ 100(P · cˆ). According to the Eq. (18), we only need to use induction on the last two
terms. When t = 0, it is obvious due to u0 = 0, suppose the induction holds when τ = t < T1, we will
show that it still holds for τ = t + 1 < T1, Let
δt = PS c
[
−∆tut −∇f(0)− (∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut))
]
By Eq. (16), define κ = l
γ
> 1, we have
βt+1 = (I− ηH)βt + ηδt (19)
20
and we can bound δt as
‖δt‖ ≤ ‖∆t‖‖ut‖+ ‖∇f(0)‖+ ‖∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)‖
(a)
≤ ρ(‖ut‖+ ‖x˜‖)‖ut‖+ ‖∇f(0)‖+ ǫˆ
(b)
≤ ρ · 100cˆ(100cˆP + 2r)P + 5
4
gthres
= 100cˆ(100cˆ+
2
χk
)ρP2 + 5
4
gthres
(c)
≤ [100cˆ(100cˆ+ 2)√c+ 5
4
]gthres
(d)
≤ 1.5gthres
(20)
where (a) uses Eq. (15), (b) uses the induction assumption when τ = t, ρP = ρ( c
χ2
· ǫ
ρ
) =
√
c(
√
c
χ2
· ǫ) =
√
cgthres gives the step (c). By choosing cmax ≤ 14 1100cˆ(100cˆ+2) and step size c ≤ cmax, the last inequality
(d) holds.
a) Bounding ‖βt+1‖:: Combining Eq.(19), Eq.(20) and using the definition of Sc, we have:
‖βt+1‖ ≤ (1 + ηγ
cˆχ
)‖βt‖+ 1.5ηgthres
Since ‖β0‖ = 0 and t+ 1 ≤ T1, by applying above relation recursively, we have:
‖βt+1‖ ≤
t∑
τ=0
1.5(1 +
ηγ
cˆχ
)τηgthres
(a)
≤ 1.5 · 3 · T1ηgthres
(b)
≤ 5(P · cˆ) (21)
Step (a) holds because T1 ≤ cˆT = ηγcχ by definition, so that (1 + ηγcˆχ)T1 ≤ 3. And step (b) holds because
T1 ≤ cˆT ηgthres = cˆ χηγ η
√
c
χ2
ǫ = cˆ
√
c
χ
√
ǫ
ρ
= cˆP
b) Bounding β⊤t+1Hβt+1:: Using Eq.(19), we can also write the update equation as:
βt = (I− ηH)βt−1 + ηδt−1
= (I− ηH)[(I− ηH)βt−2 + ηδt−2] + ηδt−2
= (I− ηH)2βt−2 + (I− ηH)ηδt−2 + ηδt−1
= ...
=
t−1∑
τ=0
(I− ηH)τηδt−τ−1
21
Combining with Eq.(20), this gives
β⊤t+1Hβt+1 =η2
t∑
τ1=0
t∑
τ2=0
δ⊤t−τ1(I− ηH)τ1H(I− ηH)τ2δt−τ2
≤η2
t∑
τ1=0
t∑
τ2=0
‖δt−τ1‖‖(I− ηH)τ1H(I− ηH)τ2‖‖δt−τ2‖
≤4η2g2thres
t∑
τ1=0
t∑
τ2=0
‖(I− ηH)τ1H(I− ηH)τ2‖
(22)
Let the eigenvalues of H to be {λi}, then for any τ1, τ2 ≥ 0, we know the eigenvalues of (I−ηH)τ1H(I−
ηH)τ2 are {λi(1− ηλi)τ1+τ2}. Let gt(λ) := λ(1− ηλ)t, and setting its derivative to zero, we obtain:
gt(λ)
′ = (1− ηλ)t − tηλ(1− ηλ)t−1 = 0
Because l is the largest eigenvalue of Hessian, we must have λ ≤ l = c
η
≤ 1
η
. Thus, we see that λ⋆t =
1
(1+t)η
is the unique maximizer, and gt(λ) is monotonically increasing in (−∞, λ⋆t ]. This gives:
‖(I− ηH)τ1H(I− ηH)τ2‖ = max
i
λi(1− ηλi)τ1+τ2 ≤ λˆ(1− ηλˆ)τ1+τ2 ≤ 1
(1 + τ1 + τ2)η
where λˆ = min{l, λ⋆τ1+τ2}. Using this equation in Eq. (22), we have
β⊤t+1Hβt+1 ≤ 4η2g2thres
t∑
τ1=0
t∑
τ2=0
‖(I− ηH)τ1H(I− ηH)τ2‖
≤ 4ηg2thres
t∑
τ1=0
t∑
τ2=0
1
1 + τ1 + τ2
(a)
≤ 8ηT1g2thres
(b)
≤ 8ηcˆT g2thres
(c)
= 8P2γcˆ · χ−1
(23)
where step (a) holds by rearranging the summation as follows:
t∑
τ1=0
t∑
τ2=0
1
1 + τ1 + τ2
=
2t∑
τ=0
min{1 + τ, 2t+ 1− τ} · 1
1 + τ
≤ 2t+ 1 < 2T1
and step (b) use the definition T1 ≤ cˆT and ηT g2thres = η χηγ cχ4 ǫ2 = cǫ
2
γχ3
= ( c
χ2
ǫ
ρ
)γχ−1 = P2γχ−1 give the
result of step (c)
22
Finally, substituting Eq. (21) and Eq. (23) into Eq.(18), we have
‖ut+1‖ ≤17 ·max
{
cˆ · P, cˆ · P,
√
βtHβtcˆχ
γ
, ‖βt‖
}
≤100(P · cˆ)
This finishes the induction as well as the proof of the lemma.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 5
Proof. In this lemma, we will show that if sequence ut is inside a small ball, then the sequence wt can
escape the stuck region. To see this, we focus on the difference of these two sequence in direction e1.
We will prove that the different in e1 direction is increase as power series with base larger than 1. In this
sense, it won’t take long to get sequence wt escaping the stuck region.
W.L.O.G, set u0 = 0 to be the origin. Define vt = wt − ut, by assumptions in Lemma 3, we have
v0 = µre1, µ ∈ [δˆ/(2
√
d), 1]. Now, consider the update equation for wt:
ut+1 + vt+1 = wt+1 = wt − η∇ˆf(wt)
= ut + vt − η∇f(ut + vt) + η(∇ˆf(wt)−∇f(wt))
= ut + vt − η∇f(ut)− η
[ ∫ 1
0
∇2f(ut + θvt)dθ
]
vt + η(∇ˆf(wt)−∇f(wt))
= ut + vt − η∇f(ut)− η(H +∆′t)vt + η(∇ˆf(wt)−∇f(wt))
= ut − η∇f(ut) + (I− ηH− η∆′t)vt + η(∇ˆf(wt)−∇f(wt))
= ut+1 + (I− ηH− η∆′t)vt + η(∇ˆf(wt)−∇f(wt)) + η(∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut))
where ∆′t :=
∫ 1
0
∇2f(ut + θvt)dθ − H. By Hessian Lipschitz, similar to Lemma 4, we have ‖∆′t‖ ≤
ρ(‖ut‖+ ‖vt‖+ ‖x˜‖). Thus, vt satisfies
vt+1 = (I− ηH− η∆′t)vt + η(∇ˆf(wt)−∇f(wt)) + η(∇ˆf(ut)−∇f(ut)) (24)
Since ‖w0−x˜‖ = ‖u0−x˜+v0‖ ≤ ‖u0−x˜‖+‖v0‖ ≤ 2r by definition of u0, directly applying Lemma
4, we obtain wt ≤ 100(P · cˆ) for all t ≤ T2. By condition of Lemma 5, we obtain ‖ut‖ ≤ 100(P · cˆ) for
all t < T2. This gives:
‖vt‖ ≤ ‖ut‖+ ‖wt‖ ≤ 200(P · cˆ) for all t < T2 (25)
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Thus, for t < T2, we have:
‖∆′t‖ ≤ ρ(‖ut‖+ ‖vt‖+ ‖x˜‖) ≤ ρ(300P · cˆ+ r) = ρP(300cˆ+
1
χκ
) ≤ ρP(300cˆ+ 1)
Denote ψt ≥ 0 as the norm of vt projected onto e1 direction, and let ϕt ≥ 0 be the norm of vt projected
onto the subspace spanned by eigenvectors whose eigenvalue larger than −γ. Eq. (24) gives:
ψt+1 ≥(1 + γη)ψt − σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t − 2ηǫˆ
ϕt+1 ≤(1 + γη)ϕt + σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t + 2ηǫˆ
where σ = ηρP(300cˆ + 1). Noticing that, by choosing √cmax ≤ 1300cˆ+1 min{14 , 14cˆ}, and c ≤ cmax, we
have for all t+ 1 < T2
4σ(t+ 1) ≤ 4σT2 ≤ 4ηρP(300cˆ+ 1)cˆT = 4
√
c(300cˆ+ 1)cˆ ≤ 1 (26)
Besides, according to the assumption, we have:
ǫˆ ≤ 4− 2
√
2
4
c
√
ǫ3ρ
χ3l
δˆ
2
√
d
(300cˆ+ 1) = O˜(
ǫ3+
θ
2
d
1
2
(1+ θ
2
)
)
The is because
√
ǫ3 δˆ
2
√
d
=
√
dlǫ√
ρ
e−χ =
√
dlǫ√
ρ
min{( cǫ2δ
2dl∆f
)1+
θ
4 , e−χ1} = O( ǫ3+
θ
2
d
1
2 (1+
θ
2 )
). Also notice that we use
the notation O˜ to hide the log(·) term coming from χ. By this definition, we have for all t < T2:
2ηǫˆ ≤ (2−
√
2)η
δˆ
2
√
d
c
√
ǫ3ρ
χ3l
(300cˆ+ 1)
(a)
≤ (2−
√
2)ηµr ·
√
cρǫ
χ
(300cˆ+ 1)
= (2−
√
2)µrPρη(300cˆ+ 1)
= (2−
√
2)σψ0
(27)
Where step (a) comes from definition of µ and r.
We will now prove via double induction that for pairs (t1, t2), t1 < T2, t2 < T2:
ϕt1 ≤ 4σt1 · ψt1 and 2ηǫˆ ≤ (2−
√
2)σψt2 (28)
By hypothesis of Lemma 6, ϕ0 = 0 and choosing t = 0 in Eq. (27), we know the base case of induction
holds. Assume Eq. (28) is true for (τ1, τ2), where τ1 = τ2 = t ≤ T2, For (τ1 + 1, τ2 + 1) = (t+ 1, t+ 1),
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t+ 1 ≤ T2, we have:
4σ(t + 1)ψt+1 ≥4σ(t+ 1)
(
(1 + γη)ψt − σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t − 2ηǫˆ
)
ϕt+1 ≤4σt(1 + γη)ψt + σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t + 2ηǫˆ
To derive the first equation, we multiply 4σ(t+ 1) on both sides and to get the second equation, we use
induction when τ1 = t.
Based on induction when τ1 = t and Eq. (26), we know that ϕt ≤ 4σt · ψt ≤ ψt. To finish the induction,
we only need to show:
4σt(1 + γη)ψt + σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t + 2ηǫˆ ≤ 4σ(t+ 1)
(
(1 + γη)ψt − σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t − 2ηǫˆ
)
Which means we only need to show
(1 + 4σ(t+ 1)) [σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t + 2ηǫˆ] ≤ 4(1 + γη)σψt
Recall that ϕt ≤ 4µt ·ψt ≤ ψt, combine with Eq. (26) and use the induction assumption when τ2 = t, we
have
(1 + 4σ(t+ 1)) [σ
√
ψ2t + ϕ
2
t + 2ηǫˆ] ≤ (1 + 4σ(t+ 1))
[
σ
√
2ψ2t + 2ηǫˆ
]
≤ 2
√
2σψt + (4− 2
√
2)σψt
= 4σψt < 4(1 + γη)σψt
which finishes the proof for τ1 = t+ 1.
Recall that ϕt ≤ 4µt · ψt ≤ ψt, again use the induction assumption when τ2 = t, we have
ψt+1 ≥ (1 + γη)ψt −
√
2σψt − (2−
√
2)σψt = (1 + γη)ψt − 2σψt ≥ (1 + γη
2
)ψt (29)
where the last step follows from σ = ηρP(300cˆ+ 1) ≤ √cmax(300cˆ+ 1)γη · χ−1 < γη4 .
This mean ψt+1 ≥ ψt. Combing with Eq. (27), we finish the proof for τ2 = t + 1. Thus, we finish the
whole double induction.
Finally, combining Eq. (25) and (29), we have for all t < T2:
200(P · cˆ) ≥‖vt‖ ≥ ψt ≥ (1 + γη
2
)tψ0 ≥ (1 + γη
2
)t
δ
2
√
d
r = (1 +
γη
2
)t
δˆ
2
√
d
P
κχ
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Noticing that ηγ
2
= cγ
2l
= c
2k
< 1, and we have for x ∈ (0, 1), log(1 + x) > x
2
. Choosing t = T2
2
< T2 in
above equation, this implies:
T2 < 2
log(400k
√
d
δˆ
· cˆχ)
log(1 + ηγ
2
)
< 8
log(400kd
δˆ
· cˆχ)
ηγ
= 8
log(400cˆ) + log(χ) + log(κd
δˆ
)
ηγ
(a)
= 8
log(400cˆ) + log(χ) + χ
ηγ
≤ 8log(400cˆ)χ+ χ+ χ
ηγ
= 8(2 + log(400cˆ))
χ
ηγ
= 8(2 + log(400cˆ))T
Notice that log(dκ
δˆ
) = log(
dκ
√
ρǫ
dl
eχ) = log(eχ) = χ. By choosing constant cˆ to be large enough to satisfy
8(2 + log(400cˆ)) ≤ cˆ, we will have T2 < cˆT , which finishes the proof.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 6
Proof. W.L.O.G, let x˜ = 0 be the origin. Let (c
(2)
max, cˆ) be the absolute constant so that Lemma 5 holds,
also let c
(1)
max be the absolute constant to make Lemma 4 holds based on our current choice of cˆ. We
choose cmax ≤ min{c(1)max, c(2)max} so that our learning rate η ≤ cmax/ℓ is small enough which makes both
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 hold. Let T ∗ := cˆT and define:
T ′ = inf
t
{
t|f˜u0(ut)− f(u0) ≤ −4.5fthres
}
Let’s consider following two cases:
a) Case T ′ ≤ T ∗:: In this case, by Lemma 4, we know ‖uT ′−1‖ ≤ O(P). Using l-smooth, we have
‖uT ′‖
(a)
≤ ‖uT ′−1‖+ η‖∇ˆf(uT ′−1)‖ ≤ ‖uT ′−1‖+ η‖∇f(uT ′−1)‖+ η‖∇ˆf(uT ′−1)−∇f(uT ′−1)‖
(b)
≤ ‖uT ′−1‖+ η‖∇f(x˜)‖+ ηl‖uT ′−1‖+ ηǫˆ
(c)
≤ 2(‖uT ′−1‖+ ηgthres)
(d)
≤ O(P)
where (a) comes from the gradient descent step in Algorithm IV-B, (b) uses the l-smooth property, (c)
follows the definition of x˜ and ǫˆ and ηgthres ≤
√
c
χ2
· ǫ
l
=
√
ǫρ
lχ
(
√
c
χ
√
ǫ
ρ
) = 1
χκ
P ≤ P gives the inequality (e).
Using this, we can the function decrease greatly from u0 to uT ′
f(uT ′)− f(u0)
(a)
≤ ∇f(u0)T (uT ′ − u0) + 1
2
(uT ′ − u0)⊤∇2f(u0)(uT ′ − u0) + ρ
6
‖uT ′ − u0‖3
(b)
= f˜u0(uT ′)− f(u0) +
1
2
(uT ′ − u0)⊤[∇2f(u0)−∇2f(x˜)](uT ′ − u0) + ρ
6
‖uT ′ − u0‖3
(c)
≤ f˜u0(uT ′)− f(u0) +
ρ
2
‖u0 − x˜‖‖uT ′ − u0‖2 + ρ
6
‖uT ′ − u0‖3
(d)
≤ −4.5fthres +O(ρP3) (e)= −4.5fthres +O(
√
c · fthres)
(f)
≤ −4fthres
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where (a) and (c) directly use ρ-Hessian Lipschitz, (b) comes from the definition of f˜u0(uT ′), (d) follows
the Lemma 4 and ρP3 = (cǫ)1.5
χ3
√
ρ
=
√
c c
χ3
√
ǫ3
ρ
=
√
cfthres give the inequality (e). Finally, by choosing c
small enough, the inequality (f) holds.
Now, we are going to bound the increase of function from step T ′ to T . Because when ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖ > gthres,
the function value will decrease by Lemma 3. Thus, we only consider the condition that ‖∇ˆf(xt)‖ ≤ gthres.
According to Eq. (12) step (c) in Lemma 2, by choosing ǫˆ ≤ cgthres = O(ǫ), we have
f(ut+1)− f(ut) ≤ η‖∇f(ut)− ∇ˆf(ut)‖‖∇ˆf(ut)‖+ lη
2
2
‖∇ˆf(ut)‖2 − η‖∇ˆf(ut)‖2
(a)
≤ ηǫˆ‖∇ˆf(ut)‖+ cη
2
‖∇ˆf(ut)‖2
≤ ηcg2thres +
cη
2
g2thres =
3
2
cηg2thres
(30)
where we omit the non-positive term in step (a).
Choosing cmax ≤ min{1, 1cˆ}. We know T = Tc ≥ Tcmax ≥ cˆT = T ∗ ≥ T ′ > 0. Thus, the number of steps
between T and T ′ are at most T
c
. Therefore, during these steps, the function value can at most increase:
f(uT )− f(uT ′) ≤
(
f(ut)− f(ut+1)
)T
c
≤ 3
2
cηg2thres
χ
cηγ
=
3
2
c
χ4
ǫ2
χ√
ρǫ
≤ 3c
2χ3
·
√
ǫ3
ρ
= 1.5fthres
(31)
Thus, we have:
f(uT )− f(u0) = [f(uT )− f(uT ′)] + [f(uT ′)− f(u0)] ≤ 1.5fthres − 4fthres = −2.5fthres
b) Case T ′ > T ∗:: In this case, by Lemma 4, we know ‖ut‖ ≤ O(P) for all t ≤ T ∗. Define
T ′′ = inf
t
{
t|f˜w0(wt)− f(w0) ≤ −4.5fthres
}
Noticing that ‖w0 − x˜‖ ≤ ‖u0 + µre1‖ ≤ 2r. By Lemma 4, we have for t < T2, ‖wt − x˜‖ ≤
100(cˆ·P), which is exactly the condition in Lemma 5. Thus, by Lemma 5, we immediately have T ′′ ≤ T ∗.
Applying same argument as in first case (replacing notation u with w), we have for T = tthres =
T
c
that
f(wT )− f(w0) ≤ −2.5fthres.
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Using l-smooth, by adding a perturbation, we know the function value at most increase by
f(x0)− f(x˜) ≤ ∇f(x˜)Tξ + l
2
‖ξ‖2 ≤ gthresr + lr
2
2
≤ 3
2
fthres (32)
Where (a) holds due to ǫˆ close gradient estimation, η = c
l
, and omitting the last non-positive term
By applying Lemma 6, we know for any x0 ∈ Xstuck, it is guaranteed that (x0± µre1) 6∈ Xstuck, where
µ ∈ [ δˆ
2
√
d
, 1]. Let IXstuck(·) be the indicator function of being inside set Xstuck; and vector x = (x(1),x(−1)),
where x(1) is the component along e1 direction, and x
(−1) is the remaining d − 1 dimensional vector.
Define B(d)(r) be d-dimensional ball with radius r. We obtain an upper bound on the volume of Xstuck as
follows.
Vol(Xstuck) =
∫
B
(d)
x˜
(r)
dx · IXstuck(x)
=
∫
B
(d−1)
x˜
(r)
dx(−1)
∫ yu
yl
dx(1) · IXstuck(x)
≤
∫
B
(d−1)
x˜
(r)
dx(−1) ·
(
2 · δˆ
2
√
d
r
)
= Vol(B
(d−1)
0 (r))×
δˆr√
d
, (33)
where yl = x˜
(1) −
√
r2 − ‖x˜(−1) − x(−1)‖2, and yu = x˜(1) +
√
r2 − ‖x˜(−1) − x(−1)‖2.
We next obtain an upper bound on
Vol(Xstuck)
Vol(B
(d)
x˜
(r))
as follows.
Vol(Xstuck)
Vol(B
(d)
x˜ (r))
≤
δˆr√
d
× Vol(B(d−1)0 (r))
Vol(B
(d)
0 (r))
=
δˆ√
πd
Γ(d
2
+ 1)
Γ(d
2
+ 1
2
)
≤ δˆ√
πd
·
√
d
2
+
1
2
≤ δˆ (34)
The second last inequality is by the Gautschi’s inequality [19], which states that
Γ(x+1)
Γ(x+1/2)
<
√
x+ 1
2
as
long as x ≥ 0. Due to ξ chosen from uniform distribution ball with radius r , therefore, with at least
28
probability 1− δˆ, x0 6∈ Xstuck. Thus, by Lemma 6
f(xT )− f(x˜) =f(xT )− f(x0) + f(x0)− f(x˜)
≤− 2.5fthres + 1.5fthres ≤ −fthres
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.
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